JERSEY ARCHITECTURE COMMISSION

COMMISSIONERS DETAILS

June Barnes
An Independent Board member of Urban and Civic a property development
company based in London with a mixture of residential, commercial and retail
floor space in the pipeline. She has a Diploma in Urban and Regional Planning
and a post graduate Qualification in Housing. She is a Trustee of the Building
Research Establishment who promote and develop new thinking and approaches
to construction with an emphasis on sustainable building options. She has been
part of the London Mayors Design Advisory Group (MDAG) who advice the
Mayor on design issues and the review of key major developments.

John Desmond BSc (Bldg Econ) FRICS MCIArb FRSA
A Chartered Surveyor and Building Economist who has been advising on the
economics of development in both the private and public sectors for the past 40
years. John was Managing Director of Bernard Williams Associates a surveying
practice in London Leeds and Dubai for over 25 years. His expertise covers all
aspects of development economics including land valuation construction costs as
well as facilities costs and he brings a holistic approach to development
appraisals.

Melanie Dodd BA Arch DipArch (Cantab) PhD ARB RAIA
Currently programme director for spatial practices at Central St. Martins, London.
She has worked as a practicing Architect and academic in Britain and Australia.
She has been responsible for innovative projects in the public realm in both
London and Melbourne

David Gausden RIBA FCSD
An Architect who is a Director of Design Engine Architects in Winchester. He has
an expertise in primary and secondary education sectors and has worked in
Guernsey on educational and residential schemes. He has taught through his
career as a visiting tutor and critic most recently at Oxford Brookes University. He
is a member of the Coastal West Sussex Design panel and regularly takes part
in, and contributes to, design forums. He has an interest in design within a
broader context particularly interior and exhibition design.

Antony Gibb BA (Hons) Dip ID, Dip Grad Cons (AA) MCSD, IHBC
Antony’s background is in history of art, archaeology and construction,
specialising in the repair of historic buildings and is a member of the Institute of
Historic Building Conservation.

David Levitt OBE MA RIBA FRSA
An Architect who has specialised in all aspects of housing design with a particular
emphasis on housing standards in both the private and social housing sectors.
He is a founding member of Design for Homes a “not for profit” company
dedicated to promoting good design and construction throughout the industry. For
the last 20 years he has been one of the two nominated RIBA assessors on the
judging panel for the Housing Design Awards. His most recent advisory role has
been as a member of the Mayor of London’s Design Advisory Group.

Sara Marsh RIBA BA Hons Architecture PG Dip Architecture with
Conservation PG dip Town & Country Planning.
A practising local Architect who has also worked as architectural advisor for
the Minister for the Environment.
David Prichard RIBA AoU FRSA
Founder and partner in Metropolitan Workshop (Metwork) he was formerly a
partner in MacCormac, Jamieson, Prichard Architects. Metwork has won several
prestigious commissions and awards for its urban design work and residential
projects in sensitive urban and rural contexts. Inter-disciplinary working has been
at the core of his working method. He has for over 20 years been involved with
the Civic Trust and has chaired the national panel of judges for their awards since
2004.

Andy Theobold BSc (Hons) BArch (Hons) RIBA
A practicing Architect, Partner and Studio Leader at Fielden Clegg Bradley, the
2008 Stirling Prize winners (the highest accolade in British Architecture), he has
also has experience in presenting to Design Review Groups and sits on the
CABE School Design Panel.

Mike Waddington BA (Hons)Dip Arch RIBA FCSD
A practicing Architect and Director of Waddington Architects, one of Jersey’s
leading practices.

